Position: Welder
Location: FINLAND, Nykarleby

The People Company Ltd, or in short – PPLE, is a private service company that focuses on the provision of talents. We are now employing welders for our customer company Kaiser Eur-Mark, Finland. The EUR-MARK product portfolio mainly consists of combination vehicles for sewer cleaning which can be optionally equipped for water recycling. Virtually all its vehicles are equipped with special winter protection packages, enabling deployment in temperatures as low as -30 °C. Another cornerstone of the product range is the Herkules dry suction unit with rotary piston compressor technology. Nykarleby, where EUR-MARK is based, lies on the west coast of Finland, to the north of the city of Vaasa in the country’s Swedish-speaking region. (www.kaiser-eurmark.fi).

Required profile:
• Positive attitude to work and to the team of colleagues.
• 1-5 years’ experience in at least MIG/MAG welding.
• Ability to read and understand plans/drawings regarding to welding.
• Ability to work both fully independent and as a team member.
• Working languages are either Swedish/Finnish or English.

The company offers:
• 4 months contract with a possibility to permanent position in the company Kaiser Eur-Mark as their employee. Full-time (40 h/week).
• Salary according to the collective agreement and the earlier experience. Starting at 15 EUR/hour.
• A great chance to try out the Finnish working market and also experience the beautiful west coast of Finland with great nature and possibilities to an active free time.
• Help in finding accommodation and other relocation related services.

How to apply: Please send your application as soon as possible to: tina.nylund@pple.fi with a copy to dora.silva@iefp.pt until 31-07-2022

Further info: on the company: www.pple.fi
on this job vacancy: please contact Tina Nylund, tina.nylund@pple.fi
tel +358 44 231 4089

Send your application as soon as possible!

EURES mobility supports may be available if you apply to this vacancy. Please check www.iefp.pt/eures
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